MONDAY, FEBRUARY 26

Happy Monday!

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27

PMI Seminar Series
Megan Behringer, PhD
10:30 pm, PRB 206
“Microbial Hunger Games: How different intervals of feast and famine shape microbial evolution”

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 28

MHI Journal Club 9:00 am, MCN A5221

Surgical Pathology Unknowns 12:00 pm, Teams
Brannan Griffin, MD
“Gynecologic Subspecialty Unknowns”

Pathophysiology Club 1:00 pm, MRBVI 1230
Jay Jerome, PhD

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 29

MPT Seminar Series 1:00 pm, MRBIll 1220
Cherie Saffold (Pua Lab)
Grace Morales (Schmitz Lab)

FRIDAY, MARCH 1

Laboratory Medicine Rounds 12:00 pm, MCN C2303 or Teams